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one after the other.   They fell some distance from the road
and hit nobody. . . .
The people quicken pace. Here is another aeroplane
which seems to be choosing its victims as it flies just over
their heads. One explosion . . . then another which
raises a jet of earth clods, sand and stones.
People are hit this time. Everything round me dis-
perses. I turn round and see someone dying on the ground.
A form that slightly moves.
Fear pushes the survivors upon their road without
attending to the wretch who cannot follow them, for he has
lost his legs.
At the same moment our allies the Azebu Galla fire on
us from the hill tops where their villages lie. When they
see stragglers they kill them and strip the bleeding bodies
of rifles, cartridges and clothes.
Before us there is a corner of hell which none of us can
avoid. On one side of the road is the lake, on the other
are the mountains. The pass is narrow, and the human
flood finds it hard to press forward and through.
Everybody knows that in the bush and behind the rocks
hide the treacherous Azebu, on the watch. A hail of
bombs bursts all over the pass wounding animals and men.
Poor little Ethiopian donkeys ! . . . how often have I
seen them on the road, their jaws smashed to pieces, their
eyes blown from their sockets, their stomachs opened by a
bomb.
We crossed the dangerous pass. Blot after dark blot along
our road. These were stains of blood dried quickly by the
lively sun : they showed us the way.
We hurried on over bodies sprawled and tumbled. Once
more I found myself in a wide open place where I tried to
keep my distance from the crowd.
Behind a turn in the road a bomb has just burst. I see
the Ethiopian in front of me bending over an extended
body. "Ato Gabre Mariam?" he says. "What has
happened ? "
"Pomp, bakon madanit" ("bomb, please, medicine"),
answers the wounded man, turning his eyes in supplication
to me.   And I do not want to be left behind.   See us> me and the
Ethiopian following me, running on along the road.
As I go, I see again a face now no more than a pulp of

